
Productivity Suite for Teachers

Empowering Teachers,
Simplifying Processes

Trusted by the following MOE Schools:



To empower teachers around the 

world and transform the way they 

work through technology

Our Vision

At Dive Analytics, we build innovative solutions to 

help educators solve modern day challenges, 

streamline existing processes and free up their 

time to focus on nurturing our next generation.

Our Mission



A Complete Productivity Solution For
Teacher Success

Empowering Teachers to Work Smarter Not Harder
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Relief & Exam Invigilation
Planning System

Save over 600 hours from manual relief & exam invigilation scheduling

Stress-Free & Greater Efficiency

From self-reporting of teachers' absences to 

automatic relief assignments, say goodbye to 

manual planning and stressful mornings.

Fairer Allocation

Our smart algorithm ensures teachers are fairly 

allocated based on their compatibility and 

workload, ensuring no one is overworked.

Ensures Clarity

Ensures alignment amongst all staff through 

daily push notifications and reports.



Student Registration Portal
Transform your annual student admissions exercise online

Cost Savings

Reduce the manpower needed to oversee your 

entire admission exercise and create a smooth 

and efficient onboarding process for all.

Fairer Allocation

Track form submissions and completion statuses 

effortlessly through our real-time dashboard.

Ensures Clarity

Impress parents and students with a smooth 

and great onboarding experience.



Personalized Timetables
Ensures alignment & optimize precious curriculum time

Greater Clarity for All

No more confusion amongst students and 

teachers going to the wrong venues, optimising 

precious curriculum time.

Seamless Data Integration 

Let us handle the complexity of your schools' 

timetable and subject offerings and reduce 

manual work needed by teachers.

Go Green

Instead of printing hardcopy timetables, we can 

send out the timetables to the inbox of each 

student, saving you the time and hassle.



Student Mastery Portal
Socio-emotional monitoring, e-Portfolio and more

Early Identification of Students At-Risk

Through sentiment analysis and daily mood logs, 

our portal provide early warning indicators for 

teachers to take intervention where necessary

Personalized Learning Pathways

Administer your school's programmes and 

provide a personalised learning experience for 

students.

Boost Motivation through Gamification

Boost students’ motivation through points, 

badges, leader board and customization of their 

own avatars.



Social Network Analysis
Uncover student relationships within and beyond classrooms

Understand Student Relationships

Gain better understanding of students’ 

relationships and clique formations within 

classrooms through friendship ties.

Early Identification of At-Risk Students

From our interactive sociograms, teachers can 

easily identify potential cliques and outliers who 

requires more attention.

Automatic Report Generation

Generate meaningful class reports to improve 

educational outcomes. Students' academic and 

behavioural attributes can also be mapped to 

provide deeper insights. 



Student Profiling System
Easy monitoring of students’ socio-emotional indicators

Interactive Data Visualization

Eliminates the need for manual data crunching 

across countless excel files through interactive 

and simple-to-understand charts.

Secure Data Management

Data security is our utmost priority. We hold high 

standards in ensuring the appropriate practices 

are in place, leaving you with a peace of mind.

Automated Report Generation

Generate meaningful and personalised reports -

at the student, class or cohort levels, through a 

few simple clicks.



Staff Development Portal
Easy monitoring of teachers' professional development

Online Self-Assessments

Empowering teachers to assess and plan their 

own learning through online self-assessments.

Foster Deeper Discussions

Foster an inclusive learning culture through online 

courses, discussion forums and more.

Monitoring of Staff Progression

Through interactive dashboards and 

downloadable reports, school leaders can easily 

monitor the progression of their staff.



Communication Chatbots

Streamline your school's internal communication 
& knowledge management Chatbot

Chatbot
Broadcast Messages, Conduct Polls and More

Provides greater clarity and save time from manual back 

and forth by conducting quick polls to gather your 

teams' opinion. 

Single Source of Truth

Streamline and organize your documentation, FAQs and 

other information into easily accessible formats for both 

internal staff and external stakeholders.

Integration with Your Familiar Apps

Our chat bots integrates with popular messaging apps 

such as Telegram and Slack which you might already be 

familiar with.



Contact Us

Email:

zhanhao@diveanalytics.com

roy@diveanalytics.com

Contact:

+65 9229 6327 (Zhan Hao)

+65 8222 0035 (Roy)

Website:

https://www.diveanalytics.com
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